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ng conduction of
electrical currents with

AC (Alternating
Current) voltages,

direct voltage
variations, called DC
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(Direct Current) offset,
occur at the output of
an AC/DC converter,
which is a circuit for
generating output

voltages according to
the AC input voltage.

These variations in the
output voltage can be
suppressed by using a
feed-back circuit of a
transformer isolation
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type. However, this
type of DC offset

voltage decreases and
disappears with the
decreasing of the

transformer output
voltage, which can
make it difficult to

suppress the DC offset
voltages. Patent

Document 1 suggests a
DC offset voltage
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suppression circuit that
suppresses DC offset
voltages by detecting

the AC input voltage in
the primary side of an
isolation transformer,

and feedback-
controlling the

secondary side of the
isolation transformer,

so as to maintain
constant the input
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impedance of the
isolation transformer.
This circuit is provided

with a feed-back
resistor of low

resistance, arranged in
series with the isolation
transformer. The circuit

configuration is such
that the resistance

value of the feed-back
resistor is set to a
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value equal to at most
about one-fifth of the

transformer secondary
winding resistance.
Patent Document 2
also suggests a DC

offset voltage
suppression circuit that
has a feed-back circuit
arranged in series with

a transformer.File
photograph, Secretary
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of State Rex Tillerson,
Secretary of Defense

Jim Mattis, and
Secretary of Commerce
Wilbur Ross, March 13,

2017. The Trump
administration has

reportedly sought to
install John Bolton, the

former national
security adviser under
President George W.
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Bush, as ambassador
to the United Nations.
Sources have told NBC

News that the State
Department has

decided to proceed
with a formal

nomination to replace
Nikki Haley, the U.S.
ambassador to the

United Nations. Trump,
who has singled out
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Haley for criticism, has
indicated that the pick

is near completion.
Trump told reporters

that he would
announce Bolton's

nomination "in two or
three days" after he

gets through a meeting
on the nomination to

replace U.S.
ambassador to the
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European Union, Kevin
Hassett. Haley, who is

leaving the Trump
administration in early

April, announced
Sunday that she would
be staying on as U.N.
ambassador through
the end of the year.
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